Why be a Healthcare Justice Voter?

Picture healthcare that is truly within the reach of all, regardless of employment or income level. Imagine not having to worry about whether you or your family have the money to pay for that healthcare. You could already be living in that world, if Vermont stays the course with Act 48. No more insurance premiums! No more deductibles! Just a Vermont where every person living here can be healthy and get necessary medical care regardless of their income.

Why picture this scenario when the climate in Washington is moving in the opposite direction? Because we in Vermont have a better system. We only need to implement it!

When Vermont passed Act 48, establishing Green Mountain Care (GMC) - a true universal system- our legislators wanted it to be functional during 2017. It is now 2017. Let’s make sure this healthcare system gets financed and put into effect. Everyone living in Vermont would have a “comprehensive, affordable, high-quality, publicly financed health care coverage for all Vermont residents in a seamless and equitable manner regardless of income, assets, health status, or availability of other health coverage.”

When GMC takes effect, there will be no more insurance premiums, no more insurance hassles. Think about that: No More Insurance premiums. No more insurance profits from those premiums. No more doctors spending hours and hours trying to get the insurance paperwork right for their patients. Just healthcare that applies universally to everyone in Vermont and is financed equitable.

Sound good? Help us keep Green Mountain Care as it was enacted. Become a Healthcare Justice Voter